
The effects of EMU in this area are rather intangible and flot easily quantifiable. The effects

also largely depend on the dynamios of integration and the configuration of "insiders and "outsiders" in

the EU. Martin and Ottaviano (1l995) maise concems about the emergirig intégration dynamic for the

EU, given that EMU goes ahead, and point to "agglomeraiofl" effects, whereby those Member States

that proceed in the first wave of EMU may benefit from the formation of a stronger but smalter "core"

single market. This could attract economic activity away from those Member States that do flot

participate in the first wave either because they do flot meet the Maastricht convergence criteria or

because they decide flot to participate in EMU. The authors then suggest that this dynamic might:

exacerbate any shortfail in meeting the convergence criteria, thereby creating a permanent groUp Of

Member States that are "outsiders". In mhe longer termn this soenario seems unlikely to materialise, but

it may characterise a short terrn problem with EMU. The direct implications for Canadian FDI mostly

fait on the outgoing FDI side, in mhat it might create incentives for Canadian FDI to concentrate on the
"core" Member States, ramher than the traditional recipients (such as the UK). There may also be

indirect implications, as third counitries (such as the US and Japan) decide to, concentrate investment

on mhis "core" single market, rather than in Canada ("FODI diversion" effects analogous to those with

trade).

Agglomeratioli effects, if they occur, might also reduce constraints on FDI infiows into the EU,

as competition for this incomirlg FDI intensifies5. The Multilateral Agreement on lnvestment (MAI)

which is currently in negotiatiori under mhe auspices of the QECO, may eliminate differences between

regulatory environments so mhat differentiation by appealing to country characteristics (such as

economic policies, labour regulations and adoption of a single currency) is the only way in whlch

countries can attract FOI at the margin. For example, the previous UK conservative govemment,

which had refused to sign mhe social chapter (which sets minimum labour standards, including a

maximum number of hours a week that can be Iegally demanded of employées), allowed a

differentiation with continental Europe on the basis of labour regulations, attracting a significant inflow
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